
Thé Spiritual System  
[Q (temperatures), Space (the pupils), and Time (helium)]. 

 
Introduction.  

By, Stefany Fisher  
 
The subconscious. Its neuronal connectivity and transmitters. Of equal proportions to chemical 
activity and neuronic cells of human division between 1 male and 1 female. Using its root 
system, of light adjacency, the Y chromosome, in same, of 1 unique system of 2 exponential 
forces (2x). In the blood.  

● Thé chromosome cannot exist without a hyperactivity exhortation of 2 highly dynamical 
research fields based in 1 chémical proportionate ratio. In response to split theory, a 
balance of 2 at imperative levels of existence, Area Mass Relativity introduces and 
purposes the fact and Matter to understand female human adjacency in human life by 
male orientation divisional cell processes under 1 system of unique light exposure. 
Underground. 3xy^2.  

● Thé neurons act as a basis force to concentration levels (in the blood) that relay, 
demonstrate, stray, and react all in the same delusional research processes of 
mind/matter, time+space, and electronegativity to carbon activity in unique resources of 
light and pressure systems. Research. Chemical connective fields are found in 
Nitrogen.  

● Nitrogen, of subatomic mass to seven principles under Visible light, are thé cells in 
reproductive processes to reflective and refractive mass states to matter in (cell) 
calcium:helium (heat) ratios of storage energy, water, and the density of the membrane. 
Gray scale.  

 
Neurons and their reactive times to negative charges. In information processing and circulatory 
Matter of the Anatomical System. Thé human brain in 1.  Y.  Because Y is the root cause of all 
Reality. Basis surcharge is X-3. And squared principles of physics based in light years. What is 
Integrity.  

● High chemical fields. Adjacency.   
● Integrity. Positive Element. It cannot be seen [intangible weight}, still has a domino effect 

(cause to effect) in Entanglement. Thé light form of Reality. [fYr] Instances aerial degree 
(ID form). 

 
The nervous system [Q]. In electrons full absorbance to the membrane. Its full response times 
depend on the highly reactive chemical transmitters of the human anatomical working function 
to the highly coordinated chemical fields of carbonate degrees of fairness in a system degree of 
Entanglement. (x,0,x). Helium in fairness define the Integrity system seen in design light value 
as Virtues, or thé basic Value System based on measurement. (Faith,Hope,Lové)..System 
nourishment.  
 
The chemical light Matter: 



Lithium, Ions, and the Eye.  In root cause exertion, Hu (hydrogen of units). Heart production 
and reproduction speeds of light energies defined by mass acceleration in a force rhythm of Hu 
inertia to: negative fields of science. In f=ma (Root mass proportion). (1) helium in dormant, 
units in time hydro to helium split energy, hydrogen to molecular form U. U, the pupil, exerts its 
powerful influence backwards as surcharges and negative surcharges ultimately define (He!) 
relative aspect of the human position in Anatomical format at [Hr-3] of nitrogen and 
environmental states of pressure. [fr^] forçe réactions. And corruption. [G=I].  

● Integral relativity to the human mind- the Ego (hyfer-connective fields), SuperEgo 
(planetary alignment), and ID form (connectivity bonds of conscious to subconscious 
Integrity based Belief Systems of Time, I:T).  Thought connectivity processes to Reality 
base form. N7. (Sii-[cii]). Sex cells.  

● Reflective states of (matter) on a subatomic weight scale of mathematical proportion 
(1-9) of water within a moving mass- The Law of Wrong- mass force to height (adjacent 
scale) define Integral Integrity before they are surplaced in Reality. Based on the heart 
exertion energy to chemical Value fields of proper alignment in (1) System 
Entanglement, (2) aerial light pressure waves under fields of gravity, and (3) its unique 
system how energy works as it revolves around us due to the time and space levels of 
exertion (breathing) to proportion in energy squared in (nuclear physics) - opportunities 
of refinement at balanced integral speeds of Integrity (CO2 of infra-fragments of energy 
produced by orbital control surrounding the nucleus: CO9). Velocity Rules.  

● Relativity to the Eye inherit light energy absorbed by time and integrated into personal 
space of the cerebellum (I); in (1) Root proportionate field of energy- Carbon. Root E.  

 
Root E, the blank Spaces, and light. The bee.  
For light to integrate around itself it must first check itself. Literally.  
 
The equation -Y:  

1As^2 + לгH:ססן = E0  
(in its relative form) 

or: 
As^2 + Lg(Hע   ) 

(in a subatomic dimension) 
Area squared quantity representing power, which, on fixed number (beta), must be vanished to 

a photon squared given number. 
“Which” - positive proton (attitude) based in N4 of logarithmic proportion.  

 
Check me out: Absorbance Z, the membrane. Law of Z (ego).  
In instance refraction distance to time is based on ionic culture to heart pulse rate by force as 
follows: 

● Nutritional value with same respect to food absorption. 
● Integral Value (x) of orbital belief system. The Law of I.  



● X-T; it’s due Respect to the position of the planets at [xr]- reflective light at orbital 
measurement to x-t/z in orbital distances to [ur] of light [Nr]- (distance speeds) to natural 
reactions. Law of X (energy).  

 
Е/яz = cן 

 
Thé supplemental System.  Emotion.  
And giving me a break: Root force of mind control in Y. Negative subatomitry to refractive forces 
of nature in x-yz (chemical nutrients).  Y6 of psychology basis Reality control to [sub] form U of 
refraction and infrafraction of the mind based in Subatomic Value to impaired vision (Y form ur) 
in N6 (subcology (Y unit consistency). Nitrogen connectivity to [q].  And supplemental 
discharge at light form in cataclysma states of refraction at [fY] in [q] form Reality. It’s a bent 
Reality.  
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